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11.1 INTRODUCTION
The general objectives of the National
Geodetic Satellite Program (NGSP) were,
first, to get sufficiently improved positions
for satellite-tracking stations that errors in
connections between major datums could be
materially reduced, and, second, to get a
better determination of the Earth's gravita-
tional field out to the 15th degree and order
in the expansion in spherical harmonics. An
evaluation of the requirements for such posi-
tions and for orbital prediction led to quanti-
fication of these objectives and to the setting
of specific, numerical objectives. It was de-
cided that global geodetic projects would
require accuracies better than _ 10m (stand-
ard deviation) in each coordinate in an
Earth-center-of-mass, North-oriented system
and better than ___3 mGal in the average
value of gravity over 12 ° × 12 ° regions. It was
found that these two objectives made a third
necessary--the quality of the data provided
by the various tracking stations participat-
ing in the program would have to be deter-
mined. Preceding chapters have described
jectives, and have given in detail the results
of the program as they were determined
separately by the participants.
An inspection of the results of the pro-
gram shows that the general objectives have
been met. The positions of enough stations
on North American, European, South Ameri-
can, Tokyo, and Australian Geodetic datums
have been determined to reduce the errors
in ties between these datums by at least
50 percent. The number of terms in the
series-expansion of the gravitational field
has almost doubled. But instead of there
being one set of coordinates and one gravity
field, there are at least seven different major
sets of coordinates and five different fields.
Of course, if the various sets agree with one
another to within the tolerances set by the
specific objectives of the program, then the
differences will be irrelevant from a practical
standpoint (although they may be interest-
ing from a scientific standpoint). But if the
various sets do not so agree, then either the
specific objectives of the NGSP have not
been attained or a suitable set will have to be
found to meet each of the objectives.
Unfortunately, the answers demanded by
this assessment are not easy to obtain. In
fact, a close examination not only of the vari-
ous results, but also of the methods used in
getting them, leads to the conclusion that the
specific objectives of the NGSP were either
too generally stated to allow one to tell
whether they were met or were unobtainable.
The existence of different results may indicate
merely that the participants have gotten
answers to different ....... a_, of _.a.: _.que_ blOli_,, w zlJCzi
are contained within the original statement
of the purposes of the program.
In this chapter, therefore, the results eited
in chapters 2 through 9 1 will be examined
to see if the objectives of the program, as set
LOJ['LII Ill LII_ IIL_L pC:tlO._lO, IJll , II_V_- _v_.cl_j
been met. As will be seen, the answer is
._.=_ as far as the _,,_n,.ol ,-,h_ap1-_,rae are
concerned, and "almost" as far as the spe-
cific ebjectives are co_n_eern_d Rut it is not
possible to select from the various sets one
that probably meets the specific objectives,
and it is not within the scope of the chapter
to create a compromise that does. Analysis
of methods and results shows that the stand-
ard deviations assigned to the results are
indications of precision, not accuracy, and
cannot be used to rank the various sets in
order of accuracy. There is enough informa-
tion available that at least a guess can be
made about why the solutions differ, and the
main thrust of this section will be toward
exploring the extent and reasons for the
Only the results of chapters 3, 5, 7, 8, and 9
will be examined in detail, since only these were
produced specifically to satisfy the program's ob-
jectives.
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discrepancies. The order of discussion will
be the same as that of the objectives set by
the NGSP: coordinates (sec. 11.3), gravita-
tion (sec. 11.4), and evaluation of observa-
tional data (sec. 11.5). Because the validity
of the results depends so much on the sta-
tistical methods used in getting them, sec-




For many years the results of geodetic
computations consisted only of angles, dis-
tances, and coordinates without any informa-
tion on the reliabilities of these data. Al-
though Gauss introduced the method of least
squares in the 19th century, applied it to
the adjustment of geodetic data, and ex-
plained its probabilistic implications, even
today there still exist many large geodetic
networks in which the coordinates of the
control points are known but not their stand-
ard deviations. In such situations the re-
liability of the data is a matter of one's con-
fidence in the organization or individual who
produced them. There is no reliable quanti-
tative evaluation possible, and one cannot
make satisfactory numerical estimates of the
accuracy of results computed with the use
of such data.
The situation for the NGSP data is for-
tunately much better since standard devia-
tions were calculated for most of the geodetic
quantities. Furthermore, almost all the re-
sults given in the report have been evaluated
by their authors by using two or three dif-
ferent methods rather than only one. The
first and universal basis for evaluation is of
course the standard deviation or the covari-
ance. All results were obtained by means
of the method of least squares, and the stand-
ard deviation and covariances of the results
are contained in the matrix Xx, where the
corrections X to the unknowns and the
residuals Y are connected by the equation
X= [ATXy 1A]-' X_-IAry
and
Xr= AXxA r
connects the covariances of X with the co-
variances of Y through the matrix A of co-
efficients. (See ch. 1 for more complete dis-
cussion, or see, e.g., Anderson, 1958.)
The covariances are useful principally in
comparisons between results and as indica-
tors of accuracy. As indicators of internal
consistency the correlation coefficients are
more suitable. Denoting the elements of Xx




As a first approximation, the quantities
\_m_---_ can be interpreted as the bounds
between which there is a 67 percent prob-
ability that the true value of & lies. The #u
indicates roughly the extent to which xi and
x i vary together, a value of 0 indicating that
they are independent and a value of 1 that x,
and x are functions of each other. But, al-
most without exception, interpretations of
m i and pu as anything more than the roughest
indicators of where the truth lies can lead to
great trouble. There are many reasons for
this; the most important is the fact that the
observation equations themselves are only
guesses and, often enough, only rough
guesses. Almost always there are present in
the observations systematic effects that are
not accounted for in the observation equa-
tions. So it is not at all unusual for two
scientists working independently to come
up with values of x_ which differ by three to
four times the amounts of the m's that they
find. (Such anomalies are particularly notice-
able when star catalogs are being compared,
but can also be found in tables of coeffi-
cients C ,"_,S_, x, _, h, and so on.) Perhaps
the most common, dangerous, and unwar-
ranted error found in scientific and engineer-
ing reports is the assumption that m_ is a
correct estimate of error with respect to the
true value of x_, rather than being only a first,
and often poor, approximation to the error.
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The second basis for evaluation is com-
parison with the results given by other or-
ganizations. Such results are usually derived
from different types of measurements or
from different sets of the same type or just
from more measurements. The closeness of
agreement is considered a good, if not quanti-
tative, indication of how good the results are.
An outstanding example of this kind 'of
evaluation is that used by the National Geo-
detic Survey (NGS) (ch. 7), in which NGS's
results obtained by geometric means are
compared with the Naval Weapons Labora-
tory (NWL) by analyzing orbital perturba-
tions. This is a valid comparison because
the results were obtained using completely
different methods and using completely dif-
ferent sets of observations. On the other
hand, to evaluate the results of the Smith-
sonian Astrophysical Observatory (SAO)
(ch. 9) and of NASA/Goddard Space Flight
,,_,_ _,_,, ,_) (ch. 5) by intercomparison
dae.._ not help much. since SAO and NASA
used many of the same observations and used
similar theories. Again, comparison of the
results of Ohio State University (OSU) and
of NGS does not help in their evaluation be-
cause NGS's data are. a subset of OSU's.
Even when the values derived by different
,_f!l_Tll,l_T,N _4_1"_¢2, tlle_lLt is IIU y.,uaJ. O, lll.,e_._ I.,_L*_
the values are correct. The agreement merely
means that the scientists were working with
similar sets of data and with similar theories.
And conversely, the fact that the values dis-
agree does not mean that only one can be
correct. For example, one cannot compare
NGS's values for points' locations directly
with SAO's values or those of NASA/GSFC
because the values are given in different co-
ordinate systems, and the radius of the
earth derived by NGS is not directly com-
parable with that derived by the Jet Pro-
pulsion Laboratory (JPL) from GM because
the radii found by the two organizations
refer to totally different concepts.
The third basis for evaluation is com-
parison of results with values whose ac-
curacies are known. For instance, one can
compare gravity computed from observa-
tions on satellites with gravity measured on
the surface of the Earth; or one can com-
pare coordinates and/or distances derived
by satellite geodesy with corresponding
values derived by surveying on the surface.
Unfortunately, very few useful referents of
this kind are available. For evaluating the
accuracies of the NGSP's coordinates, we
have the coordinates of stations as deter-
mined by conventional, first-order surveys.
But the accuracies of such coordinates are,
when known at all, known satisfactorily only
within local datums and not with respect to a
global system as is desirable for evaluations
of NGSP's accuracies. A similar situation
exists in evaluating NGSP's gravitational
fields. Values of suitable accuracy are known
for less than 25 percent of the Earth's sur-
face. The regions in which accuracies are
well enough known are fortunately globally
distributed and connected by gravimetry.
Nevertheless, lack of suitable data on the
other 75 percent of the surface introduces
undesirable uncertainties in evaluation of
NGSP's gravitational field.
Some interesting tests of the ability to de-
termine precision and accuracy were made at
NWL by R. Anderle in 1972. The data from
the Department ot Defense (DOD) he-
que_-,-cy-mea_r,r'.':_g :,:i'.d!:mem (oh. 3) were
used. _reci_ioll wa_ l,e_uu u 3 um_,_ u,,_c .....
sets of data in various combinations with
;:._v.... v _.+_ .4' g_-_,,ifafinnnl onn_fnnt,_. The
accuracy was tested by comparing station
locations found from satellite data with sta-
tion locations given by the NGS geodimeter
traverse in the United States.
11.2.2 Effects of Discarding Data
One interesting and important character-
istic common to the reduction procedures of
all participants has been to throw out data
that differ from their expected values by
more than a certain amount. This discarding
is known by various names: filtering, pre-
processing, data improvement, and so on. It
is, of course, contrary to sound statistical
principles if applied rigorously to data from
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a Gaussian distribution. All participants
have assumed that the errors in the data have
a Gaussian distribution. NGS's investiga-
tions have shown, at least, that this distri-
bution applies approximately to its data
(ch. 7).
The proper application of the rule for dis-
carding data is to use it for identifying those
values which differ greatly from the expected
values. The background of a suspect value is
investigated, and an explanation for its devi-
ation is sought. If a valid reason can be
found, the value is discarded. Such explana-
tions as an error in copying or the known
existence of a fault in the equipment provide
adequate reasons. But if a valid reason can-
not be found, the value should be retained
regardless of how far it may be from the
expected value. The assumption of a Gauss-
ian distribution implies that values far from
the expected values must be anticipated.
Absence of such values would be as much
of a reason for suspecting the data as their
presence would be. So the discarding of
values farther than a certain amount from
the expected value is a direct violation of the
assumption that a Gaussian distribution is
present. The result of such discarding is to
distort the distribution of values and to lower
the root-mean-square error (rmse). If the
distribution were Gaussian, the rmse would
be a standard deviation and would have a
probabilistic interpretation. Since, after the
discarding, the set of values is no longer
Gaussian, the rinse is no longer the same as
the standard deviation. Nor is the weighted
average any longer the best value. The prob-
lem of how to find the standard deviation
from these processed data is not particularly
difficult but has not been extensively studied.
Grubbs (1950) and Remmer (1969) are
good references for this matter.
It is easy to show that the true s.d., _t, of
the truncated distribution is related to the
putative _ by the relation
_=_(1-k)
where
k- 2Uoe..... /: 1
1-2(_ (-Uo) _/2,_
¢P(-Uo) ' 1 ['- ....e -- u-'/2,1.
V2_ J-_
and u,, is the point of truncation. (The
assumption is that the distribution is trun-
cated at u = _+Uo.)
If the rejection point is set at around 3a,
the rinse of the truncated set of data must
be increased by 3 percent to get the standard
deviation. If the cutoff is lower, the increase
is greater. But all values used in the NGSP
were so close to 3 that the increase is still
less than 5 percent in all eases. Since the
standard deviations themselves cannot be
trusted to better than _+10 percent at best,
the effect of truncation would therefore seem
to be negligible. In general, this may seem to
be true. Unfortunately, some participants
have discarded data in several cycles of
processing. Expected values were compared
with those found, data discarded, and new
"expected" values computed on the basis of
the abridged set. The new values applied
again for still further discarding, and so on.
Since the second set did not 'follow a Gauss-
ian distribution, the effect on it is much
more difficult to analyze. If the cycling is
not continued too far (say, three times), we
can assume that the effect of treating the
distribution as if it were normal is insig-
nificant. Then two discardings increase the
,T by 6 percent and three cyclings increase it
by about 10 percent. One difficulty with
applying these numbers to the results cited
in this volume is that those data finally used
in getting the results have been put through
such an involved process of sifting, check-
ing, correcting, and discarding that keeping
accurate track of the number of data dis-
carded, their places in the distribution
scheme, etc., is almost impossible. A safe
rule would be to increase all standard devia-
tions given in this book by at least 10 percent.
This will be unfair to those organizations like
OSU which discarded almost no data except
those probably invalid. There are, however,
so many other ways in which "improve-
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ments" are, often unintentionally, introduced
into the reduction process that the 10 percent
increase is much more likely to be conserva-
tive than radical.
Among the many complicating factors that
made the computation of _'s unrealistic is
the non-Gaussian character of almost all
data gathered during the NGSP. For ex-
ample, if the errors in the a and _ of a satel-
lite had a Gaussian distribution, all values
should be possible. But since the camera
has a limited field of view and since the Earth
in any case is not transparent, errors of
more than 180 degrees are physically un-
likely. The limits can, of course, be cut down
to within a few minutes in most cases. The
resolution of the equipment is another fac-
tor acting in the opposite direction. Many
geodesists and mathematicians have looked
into these problems. (See, e.g., Henriksen,
1967, for consideration of mathematical
1-_-,_,; ..... A Stearn, 1964, and Bnv_arskv,
1965, for experimental considerations.) For
these and other reasons, the _'s in this book
are best considered as expressions of pre-
cision rather than accuracy.
11.2.3 Inner Constraints
The statistical procedures applied by OSU
to obtain results cannot in all cases be con-
sidered mathematically identical to those
used by the other participants. In particular,
OSU has applied the method of "inner con-
straints" (ch. 8) in obtaining the origin of
its coordinate system (but not in obtaining
its orientation). Since the location of an
origin is usually dictated by practical con-
siderations rather than mathematical ones,
the advantage gained by selecting an Origin
that leads to smaller _'s is debatable. But,
because the method does produce lower
standard deviations, its validity can be chal-
lenged. A careful analysis of the mathe-
matics (Blaha, 1971) shows that the method
is valid. It also shows, however, that the im-
provement in _'s is not obtained with re-
spect to an arbitrary reference system but
with respect to one defined by the data them-
selves. A geodetically useful frame of refer-
ence must be established with respect to
physical objects (see discussion of datums in
ch. 1). A system established by inner con-
straints is determined by the data them-
selves and has presumably less utility than
a local datum or a datum with origin at the
Earth's center of mass.
11.3 COORDINATES
The coordinates resulting from the NGSP
are presented in chapters 3 and 5 through 9.
Table 11.1 gives, for each point involved, the
location of the tables containing the initial
(local) coordinates and tables giving their
final computed coordinates. (The stations
themselves are listed, in order of increasing
longitude, in ch. 1, table 1.27.) These coordi-
nates should, if the mathematics is correct, be
independent of the values initially assumed
for them. Of course, the utility of the final
C.OIIIpLAb_U VO, lUt::_ vvlJ.J...,.*-,,,..,1.,,,,..-_._, .. .... j ....... ..,
applications, on the coordinates of each point
as given originally in its local datum. This in-
formation is given for most of the points in
chapters 3, 7, 8, and 9.
The coordinates given in this volume have
been derived by one of _ ...................
by using pure (or nearly pure) geometry or
by using the theory of dynamics with or
without geometry. Since the two methods
are quite different, one would expect to get
identical answers only if the data were the
same and the theories were mathematically
equivalent. Neither requirement has been
met. The first requirement can be gotten
around to some extent. Through the work
done by NASA (ch. 5) on the third objective,
and through internal evidence on the per-
formance of the various instruments, differ-
ent kinds of data from the same locations
(including locations tied together by local
survey) can be weighted to give an ap-
proximate equivalence. Enough positions
have been occupied in common by different
,-:--_- :-_* .... _*-+;,._, +_+ ,,no rn_y _x-I_IIIU_ Of Ill. hi L(lll_llbCJ_blui* vt-_v ..........
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pect the lack of complete correspondence of
sets of tracking stations to be a minor factor.
These are, of course, guesses, and a rigorous
investigation of the extent to which changes
in data affect results has not been made.
That a substantial part of the differences
noted in results (fig. 11.1) is attributable to
differences in data is certain; the extent is
not certain. That an additional substantial
part is caused by differences in method is
probable. Locations determined by geometry
must give the shape of the Earth. This is
by definition. Locations determined by dy-
namics depend for their location on the
orbits of the satellites used. These orbits
do not depend on the shape of the Earth
but are related to its figure, which depends
on the gravitational field. The resulting lo-
cations should therefore also relate to the
figure of the Earth. That is, if the gravita-
tional field were known perfectly (along
with the minor perturbing forces), then the
orbits could be determined perfectly. The
location would be determined to the accuracy
allowed by the observations and would be in
the same system of coordinates as the orbit.
This system is, unfortunately, at present not
absolute (i.e., geometrically related). One
can therefore expect that the locations de-
termined by dynamics will be related to the
figure of the Earth because it is customary
in this method to determine locations and
figure simultaneously. The extent to which
the locations are affected by the figure of the
Earth will depend on (1) the accuracy of
the observations, (2) the equations used for
the orbit, and (3) the number and kinds of
constants used for approximating the gravi-
tational field.
The geometric theories used by the Na-
tional Ocean Survey (NOS), NASA/GSFC,
OSU, and SAO are mathematically equiva-
lent except for OSU's use of inner constraints
(ch. 8). Since the effect of using inner
constraints is simply to translate the origin,
all results should be the same if they are put
into the same coordinate system and if the
data are the same. The results of NASA/
GSFC (ch. 5) and SAO (ch. 9) were ob-








Size of Difference (m)
FIGURE 11.1.--Frequency of differences in coefficients.
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etry, so only the results of NGS and OSU can
be compared as geometric models. Compari-
son shows that the coordinates do not agree.
This means that the differences, which are
considerable (see fig. 11.1), must arise be-
cause the data are different and/or the ap-
plications of the theories are different. The
former of these causes is certainly present.
NGS used observations by one kind of
camera (BC-4) on one satellite (PAGEOS),
together with seven interstation distances
determined by conventional survey (ch. 7).
OSU used observations by more than four
different kinds of cameras (BC-4, MOTS-40,
PC-100, Baker-Nunn, and a few special
types) and two kinds of radar (5-cm and
SECOR). OSU used the same baselines as
NGS but considerably different weights were
used.
Furthermore, NGS used a slightly differ-
cnt set of BC-4 camera stations than did
OSU. and OSU used observations on many
different satellites. Therefore the differ-
ences between results are caused in large
part by the considerably different data used.
Theoretically, the results (WN14) of OSU
should therefore be superior to those (WGN)
of NGS. This i_ true, however, only if the
properly weighted. But the only extensive
series of experiments made to determine
[,,hI2_SI2, _ "- J-- L'_........ ...1_ v,.. _,v A _ A II'_'l_
(ch. 5) and Wallops Flight Center (WFC)
(ch. 6)--were not completed in time to affect
the reductions of OSU. The early, pro-
visional results of these experiments are
also, in some ways, difficult to interpret (sec.
11.4), and their use would therefore not have
been advisable. The weights that were ap-
plied to the data were therefore derived from
analyses of the data alone. Assignment of
correct weights is not guaranteed, and the
likelihood of erroneous weighting exists.
This is not the place for a detailed discus-
sion of the weights to be assigned to the
observations. Such a discussion is given by
J. Berbert in chapter 5, and a discussion on
Berbert's results is presented in section 11.4.
The most detailed and extensive study of the
............ + in particular set of data is
that of NGS on the errors in data from BC-4
cameras (ch. 7).
SAO's figure 9.13 in chapter 9 shows that,
in the examples given, the axes of the error
ellipses have the same orientation whether
geometry or dynamics is used to find the
direction. The ratios of the axes differ, how-
ever, and the centers are from 1_ to 3a apart.
The conclusion would be, if these figures are
typical, that there are real differences be-
tween results obtained by geometry and re-
sults obtained by dynamics.
Anderle's use of a comparison between
"dynamic geoid" and "geometric geoid" as a
means of finding out how close NWL's co-
ordinate system is to the Earth's center of
mass is ingenious but inconclusive at present.
The geometric geoid to which he refers is
based on dynamics just as much as is the
dynamic geoid, which is based on SAO's co-
efficients .,"m and S_, and the comparison
is between geops both derived by dynamics.
bn_tA further compiication in this ease is _-_
the geoid based on SAO's coefficients is itself
of unknown accuracy, as can be seen by com-
paring it with other geops.
As Anderle points out (ch. 3), the fact
that station positions u_vcu _,., _-t,i----
d:_.ta i,._.tests in the United States agree with
lJUhl LiUII_ Ci_i i ;' t.t,l.
the ground to within 1 to 3 meters does not
mean that ¢onrdinates outside the United
States are good to this accuracy. There is
also the fact that the conventional survey
itself is good only to 2 to 5 m overall. The
accuracy of the global set of positions there-
fore may be better than 6 meters, but not,
probably, as good as I to 3 meters.
11.3.2 Evaluation by Comparison of Results
Results cannot be evaluated on the basis of
the results themselves. What is needed is
an external set of standards with which com-
parison can be made. No such standard of
unimpeachable accuracy exists. The closest
we have to this is the set of seven baselines
in North America, Europe, Australia, and
Africa, which were used to insert lengths
in to the WGN of NGS. Unfortunately (see
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next section), there is disagreement about
the accuracies of these baselines to an extent
that makes it unwise to depend on them for
evaluation.
Since the _'s of the baselines cannot at
present be relied on, the ¢_'sattached to those
coordinates which were derived by using
the baselines cannot be relied on either.
They must be considered measures of pre-
cision rather than accuracy. This view is
supported by a study of the differences be-
tween corresponding coordinates in different
models. Whatever inferences are drawn, the
results about their accuracies must come
from comparison between results. Since no
one set of results can be chosen from the
evidence as "best," the inferences can only
be indicative, not final or absolute.
Figure 11.1 shows the frequency with
which differences of 0 to 20 m (the largest)
between corresponding sets in GEM 6 (1),
NWL--9D (2), WGN (6), GSFC '73 (8), and
SAO SE III (9) occur. Six curves, corre-
sponding to differences (6) - (9), (6) - (2),
(6) - (10), (10) - (1), (10) - (8), and
(9)- (8), are shown. (Only five of these
curves are independent, of course.) The co-
ordinates were rotated, translated, and
scaled into a common system before differ-
ences were taken. The transformations were
not based on full sets of stations common to
all participants, but enough common stations
were used so that the difference between
this system and that obtained with a full
system is small. The differences given are
probably within 2 m of the correct values.
Note that in general the differences vary
from 0 to 21 m, the most frequent difference
being 4 m. A closer look at the figure shows
that WGN and NWL-9D show remarkably
few large differences, whereas WGN and
SAO SE III also agree more closely in this
respect than do WGN and OSU's set. The
average difference between WGN and NWL-
DOD is 4.5 m, between WGN and OSU's set,
7.0 m, and between SAO's SE III and GSFC
'73, 9.2 m. Other interesting deductions could
be made, but it is obvious that even if we add
to those differences the _'s for corresponding
sets, the results will still be close to the
±10-m limits, although they will not al-
ways be within those limits. But there are
enough differences greater than 10 m present
to make it doubtful that acceptance on the
basis of average differences would be per-
missible--i.e., would ensure that whatever
set was chosen met the requirements.
It must in any case be remembered that
the differences are for coordinates in the
same systems. As indicators of error, the
differences in the systems themselves, as
well as the differences in coordinates, should
be considered. This consideration is taken
up in section 11.3.2.5.
11.3.2.1 Comparison With External Stand-
ards: Baselines
It is interesting to compare the lengths of
the baselines established for use in NGS's
WGN with lengths computed by OSU and
NWL from their results. Table 11.2 gives the
identifying numbers of the stations terminat-
ing the lines, the datums governing the lines,
the approximate lengths of the lines, their
standard deviations as estimated from the
survey, and the differences of values from
these lengths. The discrepancies for all the
baselines except those in North America and
the baseline from Hohenpeissenberg to Ca-
tania are much greater in OSU's case than
the originally estimated _'s should allow.
The line from Troms¢ to Hohenpeissenberg
is also suspect in NWL's analysis. Only if we
accept OSU's estimates of the _'s of the
surveyed length, do all the differences fall
below 3_. Since the results obtained by NWL
are quite independent of the lengths from
traverse, the line from Troms_ to Hohenpeis-
senberg is suspect even though it has the
lowest value of _'-' of all the baselines.
The _'s quoted for the original surveys
(column 3) are smaller (in absolute value)
than the nature of the survey would lead one
to expect. This is particularly true for the
European baseline out of Troms¢ and for
the two Australian baselines. The line from
Hohenpeissenberg to Catania has a relative
error of 1.2 × 10 _, which is not unreasonable
for a line going through the Alps. OSU's
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estimates (column 5) seem reasonable and
make the results of both OSU and NWL
reasonable. But, as was noted earlier, this
apparent reasonableness of values is not
evidence.
11.3.2.2 Comparison With External Stand-
ards: Distances Computed by Tri-
angulation or Traverse
One useful, if not decisive, way of evaluat-
ing the coordinates given in this book is to
compute from them the distances between
various pairs of stations and to compare
these distances with distances computed by
using results of surveys carried out on the
surface. Unfortunately, this method has
been adopted only for one set of coordinates,
that designated as GSFC '73 (ch. 5). The
values given for GSFC '73 would indicate
an ........,,_._ ...... _ between satellite-derived and
conventionally derived distances of, on the
average, 5 m or so. But there are two rea-
sons for being hesitant about accepting the
5-m value. First of all, the rms error in the
distances computed from conventional survey
is probably between 3 and 5 meters or more.
A realistic estinmte of the rms error in the
_ate!iite-de--i,.,ed distances -would have to t_..ka
this into account. But the second reason
makes such an accounting difficult. The
distances were apparently derived independ-
ently, but a glance at the geometry shows
that they are not actually all independent.
(The bar graphs shown are therefore mis-
leading.) A number of different sets could be
selected, each containing independent dis-
tances. The associated differences will differ
from set to set; from the information now
available there is no way of telling which
set is the correct one. If, as seems reason-
able from the evidence, the rms error of the
distances calculated from the GSFC '73 data
is assumed to be less than 10 m but greater
than 5 m, the error in each coordinate would
be between 3 m and 6 m. To these errors
would, of course, have to be added the errors
caused by errors in the coordinate system
itself.
11.3.2.3 Comparison With External Stand-
ards: Miscellaneous
There exist a number of stations, not par-
ticipants in the NGSP, whose distances from
each other or from the Earth's axis of rota-
tion have been computed by methods quite
different from those used by the NGSP's
participants. These distances have been used
by NASA/GSFC and others for comparison
with distances computed from NGSP's sta-
tions. The comparisons are given in chapters
4, 5, and 9. The comparisons are, unfortu-
nately, not accompanied by an adequate
error analysis. Although comparisons show
agreement to within 5 m on the average, with
excursions up to over 15 m in some cases,
the lack of supporting information makes it
impossible to infer from the comparisons
anything about accuracy or precision. This
is unfortunate, since results obtained by
quite different methods are involved. One
can say that the results do not contradict
each other, but neither do they contradict an
estimate that the NGSP's coordinates contain
errors of over 10 m on the average.
11.3.2.4 Influence of the Reference System
Used
Table 11.4 summarizes the dllterences be-
tween the coordinate systems (WGS's) used
in this volume fo," *.......... _ ...... _ *_'^
datums controlling the large horizontal net-
works. Table 11.5 summarizes the differ-
ences between the WGS's themselves. The
data in table 11.4 are most useful from a
geodetic and practical standpoint. They not
only provide the necessary data for going
from one datum or coordinate system to an-
other, but also show clearly that the rela-
tionships are not well known, or at least not
known to the degree of accuracy required
by the NGSP. Of course, the systems of NGS
and OSU are not strictly comparable either
with each other or with the systems derived
by dynamics. However, we can expect that
the differences between local datums should
be the same in either system. But the dis-
tances between origins of the Australian and
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European datums are, e.g., 273 m in the
system (WGN) of NGS and 289 m in the
systems of WN14 (SU), or a difference of
about 9 m in each component. These are
purely geometric systems. SAO SE III gives
a distance of about 360 m. The correspond-
ing difference between EU50's and NAD
1927's origins in these systems is 49 m, and
between EU50 and SAD 1969 is 37 m. On
the other hand, the difference is only 8 m
going from NAD 1927 to SAD 1969. These
numbers lead to interesting speculations, but
since no definite conclusions can be drawn,
we will not go further.
The differences between local datums and
global datums derived by using dynamics
should be comparable, since the global sys-
tems not only have the same orientation but
also, presumably, have the same origin, the
Earth's center of mass. A glance at table
11.5 shows that coordinates of the origins
are close together, but not as close together
as the requirement for _10 m (sec. 11.1)
would require. Coordinates of the center of
the Australian Geodetic Datum 1965 differ
by up to 18 m in X, 31 m in Y, and 35 m in Z.
Even for NAD 1927, in which a large block
of stations occurs, we have differences of
33 m, 41 m, and 14 m in the individual co-
ordinates. One of the reasons for these dif-
ferences is of course the very different num-
ber of stations used by the investigators in
determining the constants involved. But it
is not a major factor, as a comparison of the
DOD/NWL column with the other will show.
(NWL had the smallest number of stations
per datum. )
The parameters in tables 11.4 and 11.5
are arranged as
X (m) rotation about the
X axis ("×10 -_)
Y (m) rotation about the scale differ-
Y axis ("X102) encex10_
Z (m) rotation about the
Z axis ("× 102)
The comparison in table 11.5 is skimpy
because lack of time made it impossible to
compute the many relationships involved.
Those interested and able can extend the
comparisons by using table 11.4, taking the
geodetic datums as intermediaries.
The outstanding characteristic of the
values in table 11.5 is, first of all, the large
values for X, Y, Z and, second, the large
size of the rotation about the Z axis. The
close agreement between GSFC '73 and SAO
SE III undoubtedly results from commonality
of data. The closeness of GEM 6 to GSFC '73
(except in longitude) is not explainable on
this basis. In assessing the effect of rota-
tions, note that the linear equivalent of angle
x is approximately one-third the number
given, multiplied by the cosine of the angular
distance from the angle of rotation.
11.3.2.5 Discussion of Particular Sets
11.3.2.5.1 SECOR EQUATORIAL
NETWORK
The Defense Mapping Agency/Topo-
graphic Command (DMA/TC) estimates
(ch. 3) that the coordinates in the SECOR
Equatorial Network (SEN) have standard
deviations (in accuracy) of the order of
_+20 m. This is a large value and is not in
accord either with the assessment from
NASA's evaluations of SECOR (ch. 5 and
sec. 11.5) or with OSU's results using data
from SECOR (table 11.3). It results from
comparisons of interstation distances com-
puted from DMA/TC's results with dis-
tances obtained by conventional survey. It
does accord with DMA/TC's own estimate
of SECOR's accuracy. This indicates, if all
tests are valid, that the data from SECOR
can provide standard deviations better than
_+20 m if properly handled.
The reasons for SEN's failure to reach
its potential strength are difficult to assess
from the information available. An obvious
partial explanation lies in the combination of
weak geometry intrinsic to SECOR with the
less than optimal geometry enforced on
SEN by the distribution of occupiable sites.
Although Blaha (1971) has pointed out that
the configuration involved in determining,
by geometric means alone, the location of a
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fourth point from three known points is
such that small errors in distance measure-
ments result in large errors in the coordi-
nates of the fourth point if the four points
are nearly coplanar, this conclusion does not
apply to SEN. It holds only if more than 3
of the 12 coordinates are unknown. This
consideration does affect OSU's procedure
and results. (OSU--ch. 8--also used the
data from the SEN.) However, it does not
apply to the results from DMA/TC. DMA/TC
used geometry only to obtain preliminary
values for the coordinates; for the final co-
ordinates, they used the short-arc method
(ch. 1, ch. 3), in which a simple orbit is fitted
to the observational data. The geometry
could still be poor (DMA/TC gives no infor-
mation on this point), but it is reasonable
to suppose that a sufficient number of passes
was observed at each station to give a good
geometry. Certainly, the satellites GEOS-1
and t_u_-x, with their inclinations 59 -_
and 106 °, would provide good geometry for
an "equatorial" network like SEN, and the
SECOR series of satellites (ch. 3) had a good
selection of inclinations and heights.
it is possible that the theory used by
_u._. =_u ei-ror is appaient in the theory
given in chapter 3, although investigation of
finer A_I-_'IIQ "r_n_gh4- 11non_rov, nn_ rrsho noR-
sibility of inadequacy is more likely. The
original specifications on SECOR called for
an rms error (in range) of ±1 m. GSFC's
and OSU's evaluations of SECOR indicate
that SECOR can give distances to better
than ± 5 m.
OSU, by requiring that the distances
measured by SECOR agree with estimated
distances to within a reasonable value (ch.
8), was able to keep the resulting rms error
in SECOR-measured distances to well within
GSFC's estimate. Since DMA/TC's results
indicate that the standard deviations are
3 to 4 times larger than instrumental evalua-
tion and OSU's results would show they
should be, the conclusion is reached that the
theory is inadequate rather than erroneous.
Errors too subtle to be evident from the
theory may exist without being uncovered
by OSU's analysis, particularly if they cause
systematic errors of the same size as the
deviation of OSU's results from, say, GEM 6
(ch. 5) or SE III (ch. 9). The refractive
theory would be particularly suspect in this
case.
Table 11.3 compares the coordinates in
SEN and WN14. SEN has, according to
chapter 3, the same origin and orientation as
WGN. It is obvious that the heights are
systematically off. Even when the difference
in ellipsoids (about 12 m) is added, the dif-
ference still amounts to about 6 m on the
average. This difference is almost certainly
caused by the failure of DMA/TC to apply
that method of correction used by OSU
whereby the allowable error in SECOR's
ranges was bracketed between assigned
limits.
11.._.2,5 ? THE "COMBINED" S(}I,IITION
OF NGS
A purely geometric solution has no rela-
tionship with the figure of the Earth that
can be found from the data themselves. A
"_11 ."1"i_o;1_n n_ fh_ _,a_+ _ _r_nf_rt "in
_h ¢_tlU_ Uk3_J t_lbt i_UU
its system (WN14) to the figure of the Earth.
For certain re.aso.ns connected with its i_n-
tended use of WGN, however, NGS obtained
a further set of coordinates, the "combined
solution" (designated here as WGN-C)
which is related to the figure of the Earth.
This relationship was found by enforcing
a certain amount of agreement between the
coordinates in WGN-C and those in NWL-9D
after appropriate transformations for scale,
etc. (see ch. 7). The WGN-C therefore lies
close to NWL-9D where the stations were
colocated. Because of the way WGN-C was
produced, it is not a purely geometric solu-
tion. Furthermore, its evaluation as an
entity distinct from WGN and NWL-9D is
easily subject to misinterpretation. WGN-C
is therefore considered here as a compromise
between WGN and NWL-9D. This does not
imply that it is better or worse than either of
the others, and present evidence is insufficient
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to prove from the characteristics of either of
the others what its own accuracy may be.
11.3.2.5.3 COORDINATES OF STATIONS
OF DMA/AC AND AFCRL
The coordinates given by DOD/AC for
positions in South America (ch. 3) are tied
to the NGS's WGN 1973 (ch. 7). The
accuracy of these positions therefore depends
strongly on the accuracy of WGN 1973.
Separate evaluation does not seem war-
ranted. The stations serve very well to
strengthen the results for NAD 1927 and
could be included, where a's permit, in ad-
justment of triangulation in North and South
America. The coordinates of the stations on
Johnston Island and Bermuda are of course
not connected to the others and should be
judged individually. (See ch. 3.)
11.3.3 Summary
From the preceding evaluation, it appears
that the general (geometric) objective of
the NGSP has been attained, and hand-
somely. But if one adopts a no-compro-
mise attitude towards the relation of the
various results to each other and to the
NGSP, one must conclude that the specific
(numerically stated) objectives of the NGSP
have not been conclusively attained. There
are six major sets (NWL-9D, SEN, GEM 6,
WGN, WN14 and SE III) of coordinates
resulting from responsibilities assumed at
the start of the NGSP and several sets
(GSFC '73, DMA/AC, etc.) resulting from
later involvement in the NGSP. The a's
found for the coordinates in any one set are
for the most part better than ±6 m or are
less than 10 m in absolute value for the total
error in location of a station. If we look at
the differences between systems (tables 11.4
and 11.5) and between the coordinates them-
selves when they are transferred to a com-
mon system (fig. 11.1), we find that these
differences are, when combined, larger for
most stations than the tolerances allowed by
the objectives. To adopt one particular set
not only would result in losing a few or
many stations, depending on the set selected,
but also could not in any case be justified
on the basis of objective evidence now avail-
able. The selection would have to include
subjective judgments.
To adopt average values for the coordi-
nates cannot be justified on any basis that is
theoretically sound. Some major systems
have in the past been defined in this way, but
the justification lay not in the scientific evi-
dence but in the political situation. There is
no reason to believe that the differences be-
tween sets are random; there is even less
reason to believe that they have a Gaussian
distribution. This is strongly shown by
OSU's plotting of the rotational relationships
between systems (ch. 8). To arbitrarily
select one particular system would make, in
the present circumstances, much more sense
than to compute a scientifically meaningless
compromise. Such a set would have to be
derived by weighting the individual values.
The only nonsubjective weights available are
those intrinsic ones calculated by the par-
ticipants, and an analysis of the differences
shows that at best one of the six sets of
standard deviations can be correct.
The most reasonable recommendation is
that a user adopt that set which (1) contains
a set of stations suitable for his work (i.e.,
as regards number of points, proximity to
user's areas of interest, etc.) and (2) was
derived by geometric methods (NGS or
OSU), if the user is concerned only with
geometry, or by dynamics (NWL, NASA/
GSFC, or SAO), if the gravitational field is
also involved. The closer the user's situation
is geodetically to that of one of the NGSP's
participants, the better will be the user's
results employing that participant's model.
In one sense, fortunately, we can say that
the ±10-m objective has been partially met
as far as some individual stations are con-
cerned. Our reason for claiming that we
have fallen short of the goal is the existence
of differences larger than the ±10 m. But
such differences do not exist for all the
stations. There is a reasonable number of
stations for which the differences in the co-
ordinates lie well within the ± 10-m limits.
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For such stations, we can certainly claim
that the objective has been met. Of course,
there is still the fact that coordinate systems
themselves differ by considerable amounts.
In the absence of more information, we can-
not rigorously compute correct _'s for the
transformations. We assume, therefore, that
the transformation between systems (i.e.,
rotation of one system to the true system)
contributes half the total error, the errors
within a system contributing the other half.
At the risk of oversimplifying the situation,
we then assume that the objectives are met
by those stations whose coordinates agree to
within _+7 m and whose intrinsic _'s (those
calculated by the participant) also lie close to
+_7 m. This results in the list of stations
presented in table 11.6, which can be con-
sidereal a list of fundamental stations.
In discussing the reasons for the observed
differences in results, mention was made of
the differences that must be caused by use
of dynamics rather than geometry. The
participants have not analyzed the statistical
implications of the theories in sufficient depth
that numerical values for these differences
can be calculated. A very rough guess at
what the difference should be is 1 to 2 m.
Th_ ix enn_idor_hl'_r lo_ thnn 'k'h_ dlffor_nee,q
ciated, NGS's WGN and NWL's NWL-9D
(eh. _). Tht_ differences between th_ co-
ordinates in WGN and NWL--9D are for the
most part considerably larger than would be
expected from the _'s computed for either set.
The same holds true for differences between
OSU's WN14 and NWL-9D. But the dif-
ferences between OSU's and NGS's values
are also too large. At present we can say
only that the geophysically significant dif-
ference between results using geometry and
results using dynamics is not separable from
differences arising from other causes.
The estimate that the coordinates of the
majority of the stations have standard devia-
tions of the order of over _10 m when the
uncertainties in the reference system are
included is supported by the results of a
computation by Marsh, Douglas, and Kloska
(unpublished paper, 1973) of the coordinates
of over 50 satellite tracking stations which
participated in the tracking project ISAGEX
in 1970-1971. Some of the data from this
project were used in deriving GSFC '73
(ch. 5). Computation using a larger set of
data from ISAGEX alone showed that the
new set of coordinates differed from the
previous set by a representative amount
of 20 m.
The one definite and important conclusion
we can draw is that the data accumulated in
the NGSP have not been exploited to the
extent either possible or desirable. The
existence of a's generally well below _+10 m
in each coordinate and the existence of unex-
plained discrepancies considerably larger
than this shows this definitely. It shows,
furthermore, that one of the reasons for in-
sufficient exploitation is that the theories,
detailed as they are, are still inadequate.
11.4 EVALUATION OF REPRESENTATIONS
OF THE GRAViTATiONAL POTENTIAL
The three major specific objectives of the
NGSP were stated in section 11.1, and the
first of these, determination of the locations
of tracking stations to _+10 m in a center-of-
.......... =........ .. ...............................
average gravitational field to ::_-3mGal over
12X 1_9 degree region.% will h_ di,_eu_sed in
this section. Because many users of the re-
sults are interested in actual values rather
than average values, the results will be con-
sidered from several different aspects.
11.4.1 Evaluation by Comparison Between
Models
As a result of the NGSP, two major de-
terminations were made of the coefficients
{C2, Sg} in the representation of the
gravitational potential as a series of associ-
ated Legendre polynomials (ch. 1). These
two resulting representations (or models)
are those of GSFC (GEM-6) and SAO (SE
III). They are discussed in chapters 5 and 9
and extend the representation to beyond
n=16, m=16. These chapters give some
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indications of how good the representations
are, and this information is used here in
evaluating the models. (The models of Ap-
plied Physics Laboratory (APL), Koch and
Wilet, and Rapp are also discussed in order
to give a perspective to the two major repre-
sentations.) An interesting and valuable ap-
proach is, however, to compare the represen-
tations with each other and with derivatives
of the true potential. The latter comparison
has also been made by Decker (1972) and is
discussed later. The former comparison,
while not as definitive, since it gives only
relative values, does give an immediate in-
dication of the variability.
Table 11. 7 gives the differences (and the
percent differences) between the coefficients
{C,m, _q"_j of SAO's SE III, of APL 5.0, of
GEM 5 and GEM 6, and of Koch and Witte
(1971), with respect to the corresponding co-
efficients of Rapp (ch. 3). The coefficients of
Koch and Witte, APL 5.0, and GEM 5 are
derived from tracking data alone. The co-
efficients of SAO SE III and GEM 6 are
derived by using both mean gravity anom-
alies and tracking data. The set of coeffi-
cients used as referrent is that of Rapp
(ch. 3), which is also based on mean gravity
anomalies and on tracking data. Since
Rapp's set used the coefficients in GEM 3
(ch. 5), one would expect GEM 5 and GEM 6
(which are descendants of GEM 3) to agree
more closely with Rapp's set than any of the
others do.
A perusal of table 11.7 shows that this
expectation is indeed true. Similarly, as one
would expect, SAO's set comes in third, and
APL 5.0 and the set of Koch and Witte
(1971) come in last--i.e., have the largest
differences from Rapp's. If the contribu-
tions of the gravity anomalies were of major
importance, one would also expect to find
SE III agreeing more with GEM 6 than
GEM 5 does. But this is not the case. GEM 5
and GEM 6 are in fact much closer together
than are SE III and GEM 6. So we can con-
clude that the differences between sets de-
pend so overridingly on the tracking data
that the inclusion or omission of data on
gravitation at the surface is unimportant.
But a glance at table 3.37 (ch. 3) shows
that Rapp's set, GEM 3, GEM 4, and SE III
gave essentially the same rms error in the
orbit. Obviously, since the variation in co-
efficients is 600 percent from the reference
set even for n<8, the sets determined by
tracking data, with or without gravity data,
must be considered as being representative
more of the orbits used than of the Earth's
gravitational field.
The percentage deviations _ increase as n
increases; there are values of over 3000 per-
cent. Also interesting is the fact that the
standard deviations for the zonal coefficients
show differences an order of magnitude or
more greater than the standard deviations
given by SAO (ch. 9). The same pattern is
almost certainly followed also by the tesseral
coefficients.
One could take the data in the table and
compute average deviations, rms deviations,
and so on. But the usefulness of such num-
bers is uncertain because there is no evi-
dence, external or internal, indicating how
close any one of the five sets is to being cor-
rect. The sizes of the deviations cannot be
trusted. R. L. Decker (1972) evaluated APL
5.0 against DMA/AC's accumulation of some
24 000 means of gravity anomalies over
1×1 degree "squares." The evaluation
showed that APL 5.0 deviated more from
DMA/AC's values than did any of the other
models investigated. This agrees with the
indications of the table that APL 5.0 and
the models of Koch and Witte (1971) are
least representative of the field. It also
showed that the models of Lerch et al.
(1972a,b,c), Gasposchkin and Lambeck
(1970), and Rapp (1972a) agreed reason-
ably well with the mean values (to within
± 13 mGal at worst and to within ±8 mGal
at best). This again one would expect from
the table. The sets used by Decker are of
course not the same as those given in the
table, with the exception of APL 5.0. But
there is no evidence that the present sets
are more than a moderate improvement over
'-' Care must be taken in considering these percent-
ages, since for n _ about 12, the C_, S_ are fre-
quently very small.
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Decker's sets. Trial computations indicate an
agreement to within +_4-5 reGal, and this is
supported by, e.g., figure 9.11 (ch. 9) and
figures 5.47 and 5.48 (ch. 5). Consequently,
one would not expect the relative standings
(with respect to rms deviations or error)
to be changed significantly.
The lack of agreement among sets and also
between sets and the real Earth (as we know
it) would seem to lie at least partly with
the phase information in the coefficients.
This is what the frequent serious imbalance
in differences between C_ and S_ would
indicate.
An obvious conclusion from the table is
that representation of the gravitational po-
tential by series of associated Legendre func-
tion is not a good idea for practical use, and
is only of limited scientific value. This harsh
judgment is supported not only by the varia-
÷;_. ;.... 1..... h ..... in table 11.7, but by the
following consideration. First, contributions
from a particular term
k:MP'_ (sin _) (Cy cos mx+S_ sin rex)
a0
do not represent the contribution from a
_;-,_ _ but from roginns all over the..... L region _v v
out. Except in the case of harmonics of low
degree, physical interpretation is therefore
values of potential over regions of area A km 2
requires about 5.03 × IO_/A numbers. But
to ensure that these are completely repre-
sented by spherical harmonics requires about
as many coefficients to be specified. Thirdly,
it is obvious that the gravitational field is
not overly sensitive (as measured by allowed
error) to large changes in the {Cg, S_}.
Almost the only advantage of using spherical
harmonies is the ease with which algebra is
carried out.
Rapp (1973) has compared the gravita-
tional constants in GEM 6, SE III, and his
own solution. He gives the comparisons of
the rms averages when only those for the
same (n,m} are considered and also when
all coefficients are considered. Table 11.8 is
.......... from -._.-_,e o paper.
11.4.2 Evaluation by Comparison with Gravi-
metric Data
11.4.2.1 Evaluation on the Basis of NGSP's
Stated Geodetic Objective
If we adhere strictly to the stated numeri-
cal terms of the NGSP's objective (sec. 11.1),
we are concerned not with how well the vari-
ous representations (models) can reproduce
the gravitational field, but with how well they
can reproduce averages over areas of a given
size. There is a considerable difference be-
tween the two considerations. If we use as a
measure of reproducibility the rms differ-




We have, to work with,
(_3.+.),g_',,,,_
which are, respectively, the average value of
g+, over area n, and the measured values of
gravity in the same area. Ideally,
I_
if,;.+:- _ ] 'J;tno u,:Xn
where gr_o (X,_) ]s the true value of gravity
at (x,4) in area n. gr,o differs from the cor-
responding measured gr,,_ (x,4) because of
errors in measurement, reduction to the sur-
face, etc. Let _r,,,, be the error in measure-
ment. But Yr,, will differ from the average
computed from gr,m_ not only because of the
er,m+, but because only a sample {gT_,,d of
gr, is taken. The error introduced into Yr,
because of improper sampling is denoted by





gT..+-- +r,+.+ -- eTnr
If we define :r._ by
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_r.,_ = grnm_-- cr_m_-- 0r_ (11.1)
we have quantities which indicate the varia-
tion of grno over area n. The variation is not
random. They and the average _l,,,r depend
on how the sample is chosen. As I increases,
er,r will approach zero, but this does not
guarantee that for a given I, the average
of _r_ over many n will approach zero.
The behavior of cT,,,_ and _r .... is quite dif-
ferent. In general, _r_,_ will not be zero, but
will be small if care has been taken to cali-
brate the measuring equipment frequently.
The {_r,,,,,_} are then, hopefully, random.
E[(_T,,,n_) 2] will vary little within regions
of considerable extent but can vary con-
siderably from region to region. Typical
values in oceanic areas are 70 to 20 mGal
where measurements were made 10 years or
more ago, and ___2 to 5 mGal where recent
measurements have been made. On land, the
rms error is characteristically better than
_+0.1 mGal except in regions where heights
are not well known. Now, using , instead of
n to prevent confusion with the degree n of
spherical harmonics,
E[ (_,,- _r_) _] = E[ (_0_)2] +E[ (_r,,,) _]
+E [ (_r_,-) 2] _ 2E [_,_]
- 2E [_._, _,,.]
-2E[_r_,, _,.] (11.2) 3
Note that E[(_--_T,) -_] is not a measure
of the agreement between two differently
derived gravity fields, but a measure of
agreement between averages. As the size of
A increases, _ and _r_ become less repre-
'_Kaula (1966a) broke the quantity ._,_ (actually
Ag.,, but, as was remarked earlier, the distinction
can be ignored in this discussion) into several com-
ponents: _ .... the value of-g_,_ that would result if a
complete and correct representation in terms of
associated Legendre functions were available; e_,
the error caused by errors in those coefficients
{C,_, S,m} explicitly present; and-_, the error
caused by defining certain C_, S_ to be zero, i.e.,
omitting certain terms. Such a breakup has no
importance for the present evaluation, since only
_,_ is relevant to the program's objectives. The
values given by SAO and NASA for Kaula's com-
ponents therefore need not be considered.
sentative of the field but agree more with
each other. From equations (11.1) and
(11.2),
E[ (_._-g_) :- (_-_) _]
= E (¢r_) _- 2E [ (_- gr_.m) _r_,]
From the results of either SAO (SE III)
or NASA (GEM 6), it is obvious that
E(_r_) 2 (which is roughly equivalent to
E (_r)_ in their tables) is small in comparison
with E[(_-_r_) _] and E[(_-_r_,_)_]. If
it is also assumed that E[((j_--gT_,,,_)_T_]
_E(_r_,.) _, the tabulated quantity E[(y_
-_r_) 2] can be used as an estimate of differ-
ence between the two average gravitational
fields.
Assume again that E[ (_-_0r_)_] varies
inversely as _, and use the best estimates
given. (For SE III this is given for n and m
equal to 18 and for 5 × 5 degree regions con-
taining 20 or more 1 × 1 degree regions for
which average values are available.) For
GEM 6 this is given for n and m equal to 16
and for the same kind of 5 x 5 degree regions.
The value of \/E[_O_-_0._) -_] for 12x12 de-
gree regions is then approximately _+5 mGal
for GEM 6 and +_4 mGal for SE III. In view
of the many assumptions made to arrive at
these values, one must conclude that the
values are decidedly on the optimistic side.
But since optimism is, under the circum-
stances, at least as justifiable as pessimism,
the easy corollary is that the results are close
to what they should be. It is obvious, how-
ever, that we could have considerably more
confidence in the results being within the de-
sired limits if they were less than _+3 mGal
rather than greater.
This conclusion is deliberately made weak
because of the many still unresolved prob-
lems involved. The information that relates
to accuracy of the models presented by GSFC
and SAO is contained in table 9.43 (ch. 9)
and tables 5.60 and 5.61 (ch. 5). Both SAO
and GSFC give values for all the quantities
defined in Kaula (1966a) and repeated in
chapter 9, although most of the quantities
are significant only for--and defined for--
the case where the representation of the
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gravitational field is derived from observa-
tions only on satellites. The values given for
the mean square error in average gravity
anomaly are not worldwide in distribution--
that is, do not cover the complete globe--
but are restricted regions for which at least
one average value over a l°x1 ° figure is
known in each 5°x5 ° figure for SAO
and 10 values in each 5 °x5 ° figure for
GSFC. The result of such selection is to con-
centrate on regions in which gravity has
been measured accurately. The greatest s.d.
used is 5 reGal and is for 5°x5 ° figures in
which at least l°xl ° figure has an aver-
age gravity anomaly associated with it.
The values given are therefore much too low
if we wish to evaluate the representation
globally, and a global basis is, of course, the
one that makes most sense geodetically and
orbitally. The average values computed from
the representations are the values of gravity
computed at the center of each figure. This
introduces another error, although a small
one. Also, it must be kept clearly in mind
that quantities in the tables are all given to
1 in the units place, implying that the various
gravity and gravitational quantities are good
_imply nu_ Lr_e. Tile most tnu, uu_h............ _,_1_'--'_
of the errors in average gravity anomalies is
and that analysis indicates that except in
regions with a high density of recent gravi-
metric data (and such regions are not
numerous), 1-mGal errors are exceptional.
11.4.2.2 Evaluation by Comparison With the
Gravitational Field
In section 11.4.2.1, the quantities con-
sidered were average values over regions
12°x12 ° in area. For many applications,
the value gr. (x,¢) of gravity at loca-
tions (x,¢ ;H-= 0) is more important than _r,.
But comparison of g_ with gr_ would serve
no useful purpose, since _, is calculated from
a series that has been truncated long before
even the contributions of the gravimetric
data to it can be reproduced. So it makes
more sense to compare g_, with averages of
gr_ over regions of 1 xl degrees, since the
{C_, _} were derived from such averages.
But if we do this, we find immediately that
only in small regions can E(g_-_r,) -_ be
expected to be small. SAO (ch. 9) com-
pared g,, with _r, along fixed latitudes and
longitudes in North America and in the
Indian Ocean. The rms difference was about
_+4 mGal. If R. L. Decker's (1972) evalua-
tion of gravimetric data is anywhere near
accurate, there are only limited regions in
North America, Europe, and Africa where
one can expect to find [E(gr,)_]v_ to better
than ± 5 mGal. The value is between _ 5 and
___15 regal for most of the land area and
greater than ±15 mGal for most of the
oceanic areas where g has been measured at
all. Part of each of these values results from
measurement error and part from error of
representation. It is not necessary to make
the ......
DI'eRKCIUWIi, liUW_CYeJ.', lb is eiiough to
conclude that a representative value of
[E (_- _r.) =]_ais at best ± 15 mGal globally
and ±4 to _+5 mGal in regions where ac-
curate data have been used.
theory can be compared with an independent
metric data. Hajela's values range up to
8 mGal. In the northern hemisphere, 3 mGal
is representative of the rms differences; in
the southern hemisphere, 6 mGal. The range
of 3 to 4 mGal for the rms difference in
average gravity anomaly from orbital theory
plus gravimetric data is therefore reason-
able on a global basis.
11.4.2.3 The Model of Rapp
In the previous discussion, R. Rapp's model
(ch. 3) was not included because the model is
based on an earlier version of GEM 3 and on
graviraetric data which do not differ greatly
from those used in GEM 6. The major dif-
ferences, if there are any, between Rapp's
model and GEM 6 must result from the
different procedures used in adjusting the
data. An analysis of the procedures shows
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that they cannot lead to results that differ
by more than the uncertainties that already
exist in the results. The evaluation of GEM 6
can therefore be taken as applicable to Rapp's
model as far as attainment of NGSP's objec-
tive is concerned. The question of reliability
of the {C_", .,c'_j is of course another ques-
tion. This was covered previously.
Rapp has, using H. Moritz's "collocation
method," combined the coefficients _C "_, S_}
of GSFC's GEM 3 with the average gravity
anomalies compiled by DMA/AC (ACIC).
The results are close enough to those ob-
tained by means of the usual method of least
squares that any advantage in using a col-
location method rather than the usual one
is completely obscured by the uncertainties
in the results.
Rapp's solutions are valuable, neverthe-
less, for their independence of method. Of
course, since they use much the same data
as the various GEM's, one would expect the
various models to be close to each other. In
the sense that they differ less from each
other than they do from APL's and SAO's
models, this expectation is true. To the ex-
tent that GEM 6 is based on more data than
Rapp's coefficients are, one would expect
GEM 6 to be superior to Rapp's coefficients.
This expectation cannot be either proved or
disproved on the basis of analyses made so
far.
11.4.3 Evaluation by Comparison of Com-
puted Orbits With Observations
The NGSP was intended to provide geo-
detic information. For this reason, the
specification on gravitational errors was
written in terms of a geodetically meaning-
ful concept--the average value of gravity
over an area of given size. This average, if
known, together with a few other data, can
be converted into approximations to the
height of the geoid above a selected spheroid.
The primary basis for evaluation of the
gravitational part of the NGSP's results
must therefore be in agreement with gravity.
As a secondary basis for evaluation of the
gravitational part of the NGSP's results, any
observable effect of the gravitational field
may be used. The drawback to using such
an effect is that it is contaminated by the
presence of factors other than the gravita-
tional field, so that these factors must be
accounted for. The most readily available
and observable effect of the gravitational
field, as far as participants in the NGSP
were concerned, was the orbital motion of
spacecraft, with the observables being the
directions or distances to the satellite at
known times. The rate of change of distance
between station and satellite can be computed
from measurements of the Doppler shift in
radio waves emitted by the satellite (ch. 2
and ch. 5). Since the relation between
Doppler shift and component of velocity is
simple, the component can be treated, to the
accuracy we are concerned with, as if it were
an observable. Hence there are three "ob-
servables" available for checking the ac-
curacy of the gravitational field. They were
used by NASA/GSFC and by SAO (which
used only direction). The results are sum-
marized in Table 11.9.
SAO has computed orbits for GEOS-A,
GEOS-B, and D1D using SE III. The orbits
gave residuals, over 2-day periods, whose rms
values varied from 2 to 17 m, with almost
50 percent between 5 and 10 m. Since the
satellites used were the same ones used in
deriving the {C_, S_}, the results must be
considered an indication of the accuracy of
the gravitational field computed from the
{C'% S_'}. They do not, as shown earlier,
tell anything about the accuracy of the co-
efficients, and, as SAO carefully points out,
they result from errors in many quantities
other than the coefficients.
SAO, in chapter 9, explains the difficulties
that prevent satisfactory evaluation by
orbital analysis. A very important difficulty
not mentioned is that of obtaining independ-
ent data. It should be remembered that the
orbits on which GSFC's and SAO's results
depended were obtained by the adjustment
of values of over 600 independent constants
exclusive of the orbital elements, that many
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disagreeable observations were discarded,
and the weightirlg of equations was not en-
tirely objective. With this amount of freedom
available for computing orbits, any residuals
computed on the basis of observations al-
ready used in the adjustment cannot be ex-
pected to tell much about the accuracy of
the constants. Even residuals from observa-
tions not so used must be suspect if they refer
to the same satellites. For these reasons, the
rms variations in residuals quoted by GSFC
and SAO are unsatisfactory. GSFC, in chap-
ter 5, gives an rms variation of 2'.'74 for oYbits
computed using GEM 6 and 2'.'37 for orbits
computed using GEM 5. GSFC also used dis-
stances measured by laser systems. The rms
variation when using GEM 5 was 1.54 m;
when using GEM 6 it was 1.64 m. These varia-
tions were for periods of 5* rather than the
168' within which camera data were used by
GSFC and the 48 h used by SAO. The accumu-
lation of errors in the orbits should not follow
•_^^ _: .... -_-,1 random walk, so the
effects of discrepancies in periods cannot be
reliably accounted for. Because of the short
period covered by the arcs in GSFC's compu-
tations of residuals in range, the errors in
effect on the orbit or at least could be ex-
pected i_ be ._w_mped by eff_t.._ of errors
in location of instrument, inadequacies in
theory, etc.
For these reasons--those given by SAO
and those given above--we must conclude
that the evidence so far available for evaluat-
ing the models on the basis of orbits' ac-
curacies is inadequate. Not only must we
have completely independent data available,
but there must be enough of these data that
the errors in the gravitational field can be
reliably separated from those in other con-
stants. The tables provided in chapter 5 do
show, however, in their comparison of varia-
tions, anomalous behavior from model to
model, and further investigation to explain
this behavior is urgently needed. (The tables
give results using SE II. Variations have
also been computed using SE III. The rms
variations are slightly larger than those
for SE II. However, because of the anoma-
lous behavior mentioned, the increase may
not be significant.)
11.4.4 Evaluation by Reference to the.Geoid
The geoid is in theory derivable if gravity
is known over it and if a connection between
it and a suitable spheroid (center of mass at
origin, etc.) can be established at one spot.
The differences between a geoid calculated
from one of NGSP's gravitational models
and one calculated from astrogeodetic and/or
gravimetric data could therefore be used as
an indication of how good NGSP's repre-
sentation is. But unless the geoid used as
reference is considerably more accurate than
the one to be evaluated, the comparison is
not going to tell very much. There are un-
fortunately no geoids of this kind available.
There are detailed representations over
limited areas, such as North America
(Fischer et ai., 1967), Europe (G. Bomford,
1972), and Australia (A. G. B_mf_rd, 1971).
But these are representations of geops (equi-
potential surfaces) which are either not part
of the geoid or are connected to it by satel-
lite-connected data. The differences there-
fore contain systematic errors which cannot
themselves be computed.
e.g., Uotila's geoid (1964). Unfortunately,
these geoids are based on data which are a
subset of the data used in producing GEM 6
and SE III. This makes their use as ref-
erents undesirable because the differences
found could not be interpreted unambigu-
ously.
The best standard of comparison, as far
as independence of method of derivation is
concerned, is an astrogeodetic geop, since it
is least influenced by the values of gravity.
There are objections to using such a geop_
e.g., difficulty of connection to other geops,
rapid rise of rms error with distance from
datum point under certain conditions, and
so on. However, Rapp (1973) has compared
geoids computed from his own, GEM 6's, and
SE III's sets of _C" S"} with astrogeo-( _'
detic geops for North America and Australia.
His comparison shows rms differences of
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±2.0m, _+2.2 m, and _+2.6 m between the
astrogeodetic geoid in Australia and his re-
vised model, GEM 6, and SE III. It shows
corresponding values of ±4.4 m, ±3.9 m,
and ±6.1m with respect to the astrogeodetic
geoid in North America. As remarked previ-
ously, geoid (or geop) is not at present a
satisfactory concept for comparison because
it is difficult to get definitive connections
which are also completely independent of
data from satellites but still accurate enough
for the purpose. (Rapp's revised model uses
GEM 5 rather than GEM 3 as support for
the gravimetric data.)
11.4.5 Summary of Evaluation of Gravita-
tional Field
The NGSP has produced two major repre-
sentations of the gravitational field--GEM 6
and SE III--three, if GEM 5 is considered an
independent representation rather than only
a minor variant of GEM 6. These two models
have been evaluated (or, more correctly, con-
sidered) in relation to each other and to
models of lesser importance, in relation to
areal averages of gravimetric measurements,
and in relation to their effects on orbits cal-
culated from them. The first and most im-
portant conclusion from these evaluations
is that the models produced are considerable
improvements over those available at the
start of the NGSP and that the general ob-
jectives of the NGSP have, in this respect,
been more than satisfactorily met.
But if the specific objective of the NGSP
requiring a certain accuracy of the models is
considered, we cannot say with certainty that
the results are satisfactory. We do know that
the individual coefficients differ from model
to model by amounts which are much too
large. These differences indicate that the
results are less representative of the gravita-
tional field than they are of the gravitational
field plus the combination of observations
and orbits involved. Part of the reason for
the discrepancies must also be attributed to
the fact that the procedures used in reduc-
tion are such that harmonic analysis does
not correctly separate the effects. Conse-
quently, the different models involved differ-
ent numbers of terms; the effects of the
residuals were distributed differently among
the corresponding coefficients. This is a
clear indication that the present method of
representation is inefficient and inadequate.
We also know that while the average
gravity anomalies computed from the models
are close to those obtained from gravimetric
data, the rms error is not sufficiently below
the 3 mGal required for usto be certain that
the objective has been met. In fact, the
estimates available would indicate that the
rms error is closer to 4 mGal than to 3 mGal,
over a 12 × 12 degree square. (Note that most
of the values given in tables 5.60 and 9.43
are not relevant to the basic objectives.)
Finally, we must conclude from a study
of the residuals from observations on the
satellites that the gravitational fields provide
orbits which may be satisfactory considering
the rms errors in the observations them-
selves, but that the data presented to support
this conclusion are insufficient and incon-
sistent and have not been adequately ana-
lyzed. NASA/GSFC has, it must be said,
been extremely conscientious in comparing
computed distances, angles, velocities, etc.,
with observed quantities. But these com-
parisons have not been completely consistent
as far as periods of time covered are con-
cerned, and the information available for
separating the contribution of the model
from the contributions of other factors is
inadequate. Much more work must be done
to provide information for evaluating the
models, and in any event the same criteria
and methods of evaluation should be used by
all participants, in particular by GSFC and
SAO. No such common bases were used in
the NGSP.
11.5 THE GEOID
Approximations to the geoid have been
determined by four participants: APL (ch.
2), OSU (ch.3), NASA (ch. 5), and SAO
(ch. 9). APL's geoid, being derived without
reference to gravity on the surface, is useful
primarily for evaluating the APL 5.0 poten-
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tial. It cannot be considered a useful repre-
sentation of the geoid, since it is not tied
to surface measurements. As APL points
out, its geoid does agree with Gaposchkin
and Lambeck (1970) to within 10 m. This is
a good approximation for a geoid derived
entirely from one kind of tracking data. The
agreement with SAO SE III is approximately
the same.
There are many ways of comparing geoids.
None in use at present is particularly con-
vincing. The most common method is to take
differences at equal intervals of longitude
and latitude. Unfortunately, this "will indi-
cate that differences exist even though these
differences may be caused only by one repre-
sentation's being out of phase with the other.
If the differencing is carried out at closely
spaced intervals, contours of equal intervals
can be drawn.
The diagram (fig. 5.38, ch. 5) comparing
heights in GSFC '73 with heights from the
geoid of Vincent and Marsh (ch. 5) shows
that the surface determined from GSFC '73
is systematically lower than that of Vincent
and Marsh.
11.6 EVALUATION ...................ur i rim rlr.rtrurtM/_l_l_lr.
OF SATELLITE-TRACKING SYSTEMS
One does not have to know how good a
piece of equipment is in order _n use the
equipment and get useful service from it.
This is especially true if, like satellite-track-
ing systems, the equipment is unique and
known to represent merely one stage in the
development of a rapidly advancing art. But
one must have an estimate of the suitability
of the equipment if one wants to make sure
that the equipment develops a_nd does not re-
main technologically retarded. Evaluation
is therefore an essential part of the total
knowledge about an instrument, as important
as the manual of operation or the set of cali-
bration constants.
Just what constitutes an evaluation de-
pends partly on what one wants it for. There
may be one evaluation of the performance of
a tracking system if the data of the system
are to be used only for orbit determination,
another if the data are to be used to deter-
mine station coordinates, and a third if one
is not sure of what the data will be used for.
But what goes into an evaluation depends
also on what one has available for making
the evaluation. This is particularly true of
satellite-tracking systems, where the system
often includes not only the tracking station,
but also the satellite, and where ,it is hard to
find a standard against which to judge the
system. For this reason, those evaluations
that have appeared so far and which are re-
ported in chapters 5 and 6 do not provide
simple answers to the question of how "good"
any system is, but say, "This,system, if used
for this purpose and compared with that sys-
tem under these conditions, shows such-and-
such differences."
It was pointed out earlier (sec. 11.1.3.1)
that the characteristics of a tracking station
are to some extent determined by the char-
acteristics of the satellites with which they
are used, or, what is almost the same thing,
the characteristics of a tracking station de-
termine what kind of satellite it can be used
with. A fair comparison of the performance
of one station with the performance of an-
of the _tatinns, hut nl._n their use on the same
always difficult;itis often impossible. Even
where near identity of measuring conditions
could he found, there would be the funda-
mental difficultythat some of the stations
measure angles, some distances, and some
velocities. One cannot compare these data
directlywith each other; itisan apples-and-
oranges situation. Any common standard of
reference that is found may be so far re-
moved from the basic data put out by the
station,that the validity of the final com-
parison ishard to prove. For instance, laser
DME can be compared with 6-GHz (5-cm)
radar DME by locating the stations next to
each other and then measuring distances to
the same satelliteat nearly the same time.
Since the true satellite distances are not
known and since refraction effects,and so on,
are different for the two instruments, these
factors must be accounted for in the corn-
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parison. But if one instrument measures
distance and the other angle or velocity, it
may be necessary to compare the ability of
the instruments to give the correct satellite
coordinates, which means bringing into the
problem the orbit of the satellite. Then the
comparison depends not only on the per-
formance of the system per se, but also on the
particular mathematics used in describing
the orbit.
Since direct comparison of all tracking
systems is impossible, comparison between
systems of like natures must be considered
the best that can be done. To go further, a
common and valid standard or reference must
be found. Only two standards need be con-
sidered: (1) the location of the satellite and
(2) the location of the tracking instrument.
Consider the several ways of getting a com-
parison on the basis of satellite locations.
(1) The data from each system are used
to determine satellite locations in the manner
best suited to that particular system: by
simultaneous observations, by empirical
curve fitting, or through orbital theory.
Satellite locations for the same times are then
compared. Insofar as a system is intended to
be able to produce satellite locations, this is
a fair method of comparison. It is not a
valid method unless each system is used in its
best geometric arrangement (for example,
as a group of three SECOR stations arranged
to form, with the satellite, a tetrahedron,
or a set of two camera-type AME arranged
to form, with the satellite, an equilateral tri-
angle, and so on) and with suitable satellites.
Assuming that this can be arranged, we then
compare the systems on the basis of the
standard deviations of those satellite loca-
tions determined by the data.
While this procedure is optimal in many
respects, it is unsatisfactory in many others.
It gives no answers to questions about the
accuracies of the systems when used on satel-
lites in general or about what the accuracies
will be when the systems are forced to oper-
ate in geometries other than the best ones.
Furthermore, there is no way of separating
the effects of the theory on the performance
from the effects of instrumental errors.
(2) The data from each system are all
used in the same way to produce satellite lo-
cations-that is, by insertion of the data into
the equations of the orbit, with the same
orbital theory being used for all tracking.
This method ensures that the systems alone
are being compared so that any differences
found do not arise from differences in theory.
But now the hosts of error are attacking
on the other flank. Every system has a best
way of being used, and we are denigrating
the performance of a system by forcing its
data to conform to the same treatment as
those of the others.
(3) The data from one particular system
may be used in computing the orbit, and the
values of the observables for each other sys-
tem may then be computed by using that
orbit. The "accuracy" of a system is then
determined from formula (11.3), where Yoi
are the computed values. This method is the
one used by NASA/GSFC and NASA/
Wallops Flight Center (WFC). It is excel-
lent if the system used as standard is con-
siderably more accurate than the other sys-
tem involved and if performance under less
than optimal conditions is wanted. For some
of the equipment (such as FME) the condi-
tions may indeed be much less than optimal.
(For example, an insufficient number of sta-
tions may be used to determine the orbit, or
the passes available may have poor geom-
etry.) This method, therefore, can lead to
misleading results.
The most important characteristic of a
tracking system is its error--or at least its
actual error _,,_ compared with the error _,.
allowed for it. If the system measures values
yo_ (i= 1 to I) of an observable whose actual
(true) values were y,, the measurement
error of the system is defined to be
(11.3)
The error performance or quality index of
the system is the ratio
p= Io-,,Jo-rI (11.4)
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where _, is the error allowed in or specified
for the system.
A tracking system (ch. 1) measures one
or more of the following quantities: phase
angle, travel time of a pulse, frequency, or
Cartesian coordinates of a point in a photo-
graphic image. Measuring these quantities
can be considered equivalent to measuring
the distance or direction of a satellite from
the observer, or measuring that component
of its velocity which is in the direction of the
observer. But there is no way known at
present of finding out the true values Yt_ of
these quantities. Equation (11.3) therefore
cannot be used for evaluating the perform-
ance of a tracking system.
No completely satisfactory alternative has
yet been found, or at least none has been
used. The best alternative is to consider, as
the most important characteristic, not the
accuracy of the measurements of the system
but the accuracy of the final results. With
this criterion, the formulas for _ and p re-
main the same, but the definition of Yo_ be-
comes different. Now Yo_ is the value of a
quantity for which accurate values are
usually available.
The - _ ; ",iu,,nt.tms r_yo_ are now available,
whereas _ney were IIU_ ---avallaum _ u.e u_u
the first criterion. Furthermore, a, is now
related directly to the user's needs rather
al . _ J1 _I_'__L .... _-" .... JL_"..... l^_.'J-..
bIl_l, ll _0 bIl_2 Ul;_L_tIIG_, LIII'_L:LIUII, OI.- Vt:_lUL_ll_.y
of the satellite, which are for most people
only of minor interest.
One group has been engaged since the start
of the NGSP in evaluating performance of
the tracking systems used in the program.
This group, under the direction of J. Berbert
of NASA/GSFC, actually had two objec-
tives: to evaluate the performance of the
tracking systems and to calibrate those sys-
tems which were NASA's. Since the princi-
pal criterion used by the group for evaluation
was the accuracies and precision of the sys-
tems, the procedures used in evaluating per-
formance were in many cases the same as
those used for calibration (except where
calibration was done without satellites), and
the results naturally also overlapped. But
the ^_ *;'- " ^-*:_ '
,,a_c_,_es were not ,d_,_,_a,, and the
results, while related, were not directly
usable in either context. Berbert's group was
more concerned with the problem of calibrat-
ing the instruments than with the problems
of evaluating (comparing) them. As a conse-
quence, the group's results, given principally
for the calibration objective, do not convert
readily into numbers that can be interpreted
for evaluation (comparison). Table 11.10
gives values taken, with occasional slight
changes, from the group's reports and in-
tepreted as precision.
Note that the NASA group adopted the
second approach discussed earlier. Instead
of comparing measurements directly, the
group assumed that the systems were in-
tended to provide data for computation of
orbits and compared measurements against
quantities computed from the orbit. (The
collocation tests did approximate direct com-
parison.) In the terminology of the group,
the calibrations constants for a system are
named: "zero-set bias coefficient" (symbol
Bo) and "time bias coefficient" (symbol B1.),
or "zero-set bias" and "timing bias." These
constants appear in the linear equation
(_JSnhs -- y$comp) :BO-}-L_..)I:fT-{-¢
where y%_ (Y_¢o_,,) is the i th measured (tom-
measurement error. From the way in which
Bo and • enter into the equation, the two
quantities obviously, cannot be separated un-
less some assumptions are made about the
nature of Bo and _. The group assumed
that B0 was constant over long periods (one
pass or longer), while • varied randomly
from measurement to measurement.
With respect to the data provided by the
GEOCEIVERS (ch. 3), we should note that
the stations involved in the test were located
on or close to first-order control points. Many
were on the precise traverse. If we accept
the values derived for their coordinates, then
the distances between stations are good to
about 1 part in 10_ (B. K. Meade, private
conversation, 1973). The data from the sta-
tions will therefore be important in the new
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adjustment of the North American tri-
angulation.
Conclusions on the Evaluation of the
Tracking Instruments.iThe work done by
NASA/GSFC and NASA/WFC has provided
a very large amount of potentially useful in-
formation on the errors associated with some
instruments. The potential has not, un-
fortunately, been fully realized during the
lifetime of the NGSP, and the natural process
of evolution in instruments is fast render-
ing most of the information obsolescent. The
work did make evident the capability of
5-cm radar for greater precision than was
generally thought, and it did provide reason-
able starting values for the _'s of observa-
tions with the instruments. It is obvious
from the results that the _ of 5-cm radar
data can be reduced still further. It is also
obvious that a large systematic error must
still be present in data from SECOR, al-
though the error cannot be considered serious
since (1) SECOR is no longer being used and
(2) the data can be corrected by using OSU's
method (ch. 8).
The evaluation done by NASA/GSFC is
particularly valuable in showing how future
work of this kind can be improved. The meth-
ods that were used extracted only part of the
information present. Because of this and
because the statistical methods used some-
times gave ambiguous results, there wasI
and still is--some disagreement over the in-
terpretations of these results. The work done
by Berbert et al. is therefore an excellent
basis on which to build more powerful meth-
ods in future evolution of the performance
of an instrument.
11.7 SUMMARY OF EVALUATION
The broad purposes of the NGSP, to get
substantially improved coordinates for track-
ing stations, to get an improved model of the
gravitation field, and to compare the per-
formance of the tracking systems involved,
can be said to have been well satisfied. There
is no doubt that the six major datums on
which most of the tracking stations were
located (NAD 1927, SAD 1969, EU50,
Adindan, and AGD 1965) have been related
to one another to within _+20 m. Solutions
for individual sets of tracking stations (those
contained in NWL-9D, GEM 6, WGN, WN14,
and SE III) give standard deviations for the
coordinates of important stations that are
well below _+5 m. For a selected number of
stations, the rms error in the coordinates
is probably less than _ 10 m regardless of the
set from which they are taken.
As for the gravitational field, the coeffi-
cients for which values have been determined
have been extended to beyond a full n=16,
m = 16, and in land areas at least, the average
value of gravity over a 12 x 12 degree region
can be computed to about ___4to _+5 mGal.
In an extensive series of tests, comparisons
have been made of the performance of BC-4,
Baker-Nunn, and MOTS cameras, of MINI-
TRACK, of SECOR, 5-cm radar, GRARR,
and laser systems, and of the TRANET
Doppler systems. By comparing observations
against values computed from "standard"
orbits, instead of against each other, the
participants avoided the "apples-versus-
oranges" difficulty.
The values derived for instruments' differ-
ences are probably better than -+1" for the
cameras, _+1 m for the ranging instruments,
and _+1 cm/sec for the instruments measur-
ing range rate. The values derived for biases
in the data must be even better, since they
are themselves averages and would be ap-
proximately as good as the standard devia-
tions of the observations, divided by the
square root of the number of observations.
As regards the specific objectives of the
NGSP, the situation is less satisfactory. The
first specific objective was to get the posi-
tions of enough stations on the major datums
to _+10 m (in each coordinate) in a geo-
centric system to enable these datums to be
tied together to approximately the same ac-
curacy and to get coordinates of other sta-
tions also to _+10 m. It was implicit in the
statement of the objective that positions of
other points on these datums would then be
fixed to the geocentric system either directly
or, in most cases, through conventional sur-
vey on the local datums. The requirement
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may have been met, as was stated previously,
for a selected set of stations and for six
datums. It has not been met for all stations
or for all the major datums. Furthermore,
the assumption that it has been met for the
six is a shaky one, since the assumption is
first made that agreement of the participants
on the values involved (to within the allowed
uncertainty) is sufficient.
The discrepancies between coordinates of
these and other tracking stations as deter-
mined by the various participants are so
great, for the most part, that acceptance of
one participant's set of coordinates will re-
sult in rejection of the coordinates of many
stations determined by others. Every bit of
evidence points to the conclusion that all the
sets except perhaps one contain systematic
and unexplained errors. The evidence seems
to indicate that some of these errors lie in
the definitions of the coordinate systems used,
but that other error sources are also present.
There is no doubt whatever that many of the
sources could have been tracked down and
the errors eliminated had the preliminary
computations of results been more freely
circulated and had the error analyses been
carried out further. Certainly before a final
analyses required to identify the sources of
the errors will have to be made. Such analyses
geodetic and geophysical projects are being
carried out using the methods developed by
the NGSP. If nothing is done to clean up
the work already done, these will carry
within them the same errors that caused
difficultiesto the NGSP.
The second specificobjective of the NGSP
concerns the Earth's gravitational field.The
evidence produced by the participants indi-
cates that the NGSP has come closeto achiev-
ing its objective of 3 reGal for 12°×12 °
quadrangles. Unfortunately, neither of the
two major participants concerned with the
gravitational field presented data relating
directly to the NGSP's stated objective, and
the data which were produced were, at best,
inconclusive. The difficulties of evaluation
were aggravated by lack of commonality be-
tween SAO and GSFC in test objects, at least
as far as their use by SAO was concerned.
GSFC did carry out parallel computations,
using GSFC's and SAO's models, and these
computations show a slight superiority of
the GSFC model for computing orbits. But
GSFC's data adduced for evaluation contain
some anomalies that require explanation any-
way, so nothing definite can be concluded.
As in the case of the conclusions about the
geometric results, the gravitational results
can be said to be capable of considerable
improvement. Most of this improvement
should come about by a definitive analysis of
the errors. Considering the number of im-
portant and unanswered questions still exist-
ing in regard to the validity of the accuracies
of the results, such an error analysis must
be considered essential.
An inspection of the values of the coeffi-
cients {C; _, _,n shows, first, +ha+ the indi-
vidual values for most of them have rela-
tive uncertainties of well over 50 percent,
even as low as degree 6, while many of them
have relative uncertainties of several thou-
sand percent (based on differences from
Rapp's model.) Representations of the
gravltaLlOIl_,l llt21(l U_Yseries v_ _v,,=*,-_, -_,-
monies m,.:st therefore be considered com-
are, however, well able to predict average
Zrav]ty anomalies; as was mentioned previ-
ously, and to provide orbits that fit well to
observed data, it must be concluded that
much of the fault lies with the method of
representation. Considered as a predictor of
gravity anomalies, the various models are of
course less successful than they are as pre-
dictorsof average values, and an rms error
of _+15 mGal or poorer must be expected in
allbut a few ]and areas.
Evolution of the instrument performance,
as contrasted to comparison of performance,
was not an objective, but should be possible
from the data accumulated and results ob-
tained. There is not agreement among par-
ticipants, or between participants and the
editor,on the relation of these results to the
precision and accuracy of the instruments.
Since the objectivesof the program have been
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met in a broad sense, if not in a narrow one,
since many of the participants are satisfied
with their own solutions, and since much of
the equipment is by now obsolescent with no
thought of future use, final evaluation of the
instruments has no immediate importance.
Final evaluation is important to the extent
that without it we cannot claim that the
results of the NGSP are either complete or
completely understood.
Although this evaluation shows that only
the general objectives of the NGSP have been
reached, such a statement is of little value
without a further statement of why the pro-
gram did not reach its objectives and of what
(if anything) should be done.
First, it is obvious that the specific ob-
jectives, although not reached, are yet within
sight from the NGSP's terminus. The ac-
curacy of coordinates is surely within 10
meters of where it should be, and the ac-
curacy of the average anomalies within 2 to
3 mGal. Had the NGSP continued another
two years, and had appropriate steps been
taken, the accuracies could probably have
been brought to the deserved values.
There seem to be only three important rea-
sons why accuracies were not attained dur-
ing the NGSP. One arises from a funda-
mental rule laid down at the very start of the
program--that in order to ensure that the
results should be independent and hence
usable as checks against each other, the
participants should work along independent
lines. This rule, excellent in purpose and
concept, was unfortunately adhered to with
a fixity that preserved independence but pre-
vented full cooperation in the tracking down
of sources of disagreement. The second rea-
son is that the error analyses carried out by
the individual participants have not been of
the depth and sophistication needed to com-
pletely support the results. The need for
such depth and sophistication was of course
not apparent until too late, because coopera-
tion was not close enough to show that sig-
nificant discrepancies were going to occur.
And the third reason was, of course, that the
discrepancies and the need for their explana-
tion became obvious too late for the partici-
pants to take steps to do much about it. The
NGSP ended at that point where the par-
ticipants had just discovered the magnitudes
of the discrepancies and realized the need
for reducing them.
To what extent independence of operation
prevented the discrepancies from being an-
ticipated can only be guessed at. In any case,
we know that the discrepancies exist, that
they are larger than we would like, and that
their causes are still uncertain. We also
know that the methods that were used in
analyzing the data can be further refined
to allow deeper analyses of the data. Until
such an analysis is carried out and the pres-
ent discrepancies explained to everyone's
satisfaction, processing of more data by
present methods is not merely unnecessary,
but is undesirable. Since present results of
the NGSP are open to objections that pre-
vent their being considered as meeting the
program's objectives, since these same ob-
jections will affect acceptance of future re-
sults obtained by techniques similar to those
used during the program, and since eliminat-
ing the objections will also provide the spe-
cific objectives for which the NGSP was
designed, we must consider a deeper analysis
of the data as necessary for satisfactory
completion of the NGSP.
A final word as to the results of the NGSP :
The judgment that the objectives of the
NGSP have been only partly satisfied is true
only with respect to the most stringent re-
quirements that were imposed by NASA. If
the more liberal and general requirements
that were also put down by NASA--that the
program lead to substantial improvement in
the number and accuracy of geodetic loca-
tions and in the knowledge of the Earth's
gravitational field--are considered, then the
NGSP has more than adequately met these
requirements. The number of control points
that can serve for international connections
has increased from approximately 20 to over
200, and the rms error has dropped from an
estimated _+50 to _+100 m to an estimated




TABLE ll.l.--Solutions for Coordinates of Stations
Reference °
Original Final
No. Model coordinates coordinates
1 ..... GEM 5, GEM 6 8.3, 11.5 5.6
2 ..... NWL-9D 3.3 3.5
3 ..... DMA/AC 8.3, 11.5 3.5
4 ..... NASA/WFC 8.3, 11.5 6.5
5 ..... SEN (SECOR) 8.3 3.5
6 ..... WGN (NGS) 7.3 7.5
7 ..... AFCRL 7.3, 11.5 3.5
8 ..... GSFC '73 8.3, 9.3, 9.5 5.6
9 ..... SE III (SAO) 9.3 9.5
10 ..... WN14 (OSU) 8.3 8.5
J ..... JPL 11.5 4.5
a References are to chapter and section.
TABLE 11.2.--Comparison of Lengths of Chords as Determined by NGS, NWL, and OSU











3 486 363.232 -+3.53 ___ 3.49 1.75 -0.06 + 2 2.7 -+ 2.3
1 425 876.452 -+1.59 ___ 1.59 0.72 +1.50 ___ 2.3 -+ 1.4
Europe a EU50
6006-6065 2 457 765.810 -+0.80 ___ 3.5 1.23 +0.10 + 3 6.1 -+ 2.0
6065-6016 1 194 793.601 -+1.43 ___ 1.41 0.60 +0.42 - 1 -2.9 -+ 1.3
Australia AGD
6023-6060 2 300 209.803 -+0.88 ___ 4.60 1.15 -0.98 -11 5.9 -+ 3.0
6060-6032 3 163 623.866 -+0.98 ___ _ 1.58 -2.76 -10 -4.5 -+ 3.6
North Africa Adindan
6063-6064 3 485 550.755 -+2.10 ___ 4.11 1.75 +2.60 - 1 10.6 -+ 2.3
a The lengths and standard deviations given by R. Kube and K. Schniidelbach in an unpublished paper
presented in 1973 at Athens are as follows:
6006-6065 2 457 765.44 -+ 1.2 m
6065-6016 1 194 793.601 -+ 0.9 m
For the second of these, the chord from Hohenpeissenberg to Catania, J. C. Gergen and B. K. Meade of the
National Geodetic Survey, in an unpublished memorandum of 15 May 1973, give the same length but a standard
deviation of -+ 1.428 m.
b Taken from table 7.3, chapter 7.
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TABLE ll.3.--Comparison of Positions Computed by OSU and by
DMA/TC
Station A_b Ah Ah Aheom Datum
5001 .................... 51 61 -8 7
5648 .................... 52 8 -3 14
5712 .................... -7 -44 -8 9
5713 .................... -38 53 -26 -9
5715 .................... -92 3 -27 -10
5717 .................... -208 18 -29 -12
5720 .................... -261 33 -23 -6
5721 .................... -252 58 -35 -18
5722 .................... +231 17 -16 1
5723 .................... -164 -20 -19 -2
5726 .................... -136 13 -18 -1
5730 .................... 22 -14 -11 6
5732 .................... -55 29 34 -17
5733 .................... 35 32 31 -14
5734 .................... 48 -91 -22 -5
5736 .................... 122 -66 -12 5
5739 .................... -38 53 -25 -8



















DMA ........ 6378155 m 6356770.1 m 1/298.255
OSU ........ 6378155 m 6356769.7 m 1/298.249
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Geodetic - 30 ........







NAD 1927 - 29 ....
!+161 ........
+183
SAD 1969 - 77 ....
- 43 ....
Tokyo - 135 ....
"hX(m I Rx(in ×193 )




























- 120 2.4 ...............
40 ...........
60 - 61 ....
40 -0.3 -128 ........
-60 -150 ....
-117 ....












-298 -+ 10 .....
-118 -103
- 41 - 99 1.2
+121 + 25
-134 41
-153 - 27 7.2
-145 51
+165 +- 17 .....









162 - 20 0.9
179 - 5
- 44 74 - 63
8 25 1.8 0




t scale difference x !0 8
- 24 - 20








........... +228 +- 11 .....
- 31 .... - 57 - 86
+155 .... 2.4 +148 - 23 -0.8
+179 .... +186 - 33
- 73 .... - 54 + 63
3 __ ._6,- 20 !7-6.7
- 50 .... - 43 + 12
-183 -+ i0 .....
+506 +_ 9 .........
+686 ± 9 .....
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TABLE ll.5.--Comparison of Systems Used for Satellite Geodesy in NGSP Systems
ModeP
WGN b GSFC '73 GEM 6 WN14
(6) (8) (1) (10)
-6 16 29NWL-9D 21 -11 ................
(2) 19 - 5 2.5 ................ 3 - 3 -0.3 10 71 -0.14
-16 64 ................ 8 -59 -3 -15
b-1 -8WGN ......................................................................
7 - 5 -2.3
(6) ......................................................................
...................................................................... 12 11
O.5 0 14 96GSFC '73 ...........................................
(8) ........................................... 0.6 4 0.4 13 -30 0.24
2.1 35 - 2 19
...........................................
21 7GEM 6 ......................................................................
11 11 0.4(1) ......................................................................
........................... 2 12
...........................................
SE III 18 -12 -1 -4 ........................... 14 -17
(9) 26 30 1.3 2 -3 -0.6 ........................... 14 37 0.1
-21 49 -9 8 ........................... -10 15
GEM 4 ........................................... 0.5 0 0 15 93
........................................... -0.4 - 2 12 - 2 0.2
........................................... -0.2 4 2 12
aSj_(m) [ Rx(in"x10 3) [
hy(m) I Ry(in"x10 2) ] sealedifferencex10 _5Z (m) Rz (in " x 10 2)
b Values specially computed by Computer Seienees Corporation.
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TABLE 11.6.--ListofStationsWith Acceptable Differences in
Coordinates
Geographic region Models _
European Datum1950
St. Michael ................................. 8, 9, I0
Nice ........................................ 8, 9, I0
Dionysos ..................................... 8, 9, 10
San Fernando .............................. 8, 9, 10
North American Datum 1927
Blossom Point .............................. I, 8, I0
Ft. Myers ................................... 1, 8, 10
Beltsville ................................... 1,6, 10
Columbia ................................... 1, 8, 10
San Juan ................................... 1, 8, 10
Denver ..................................... 1,8, 10
Jupiter ..................................... 1, 8, 10
Mr. Hopkins ................................ 1, 8, 10
South American Datum 1960
') ...... ;*'^ 1, 2, 6, 9, Ini o 1 ¢_ail_L l_v .................................
A,_ i_._._ Datum
Johannesburg
Australian Geodetic Datum 1965
Thursday Island ............................ 1, 6, 9, i0
C,,_]goora...................... 1, 2, 6, 9, I0
Caversha_m__ ............. I, 6, 9, 10
New Zealand Datum












1, 6, 9, 10







The 7-m requirement is relaxed when only one coordinate is involved and the excess is less than 10 m.
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TABLE ll.7.--Summary of Differences in Coefficients Using Rapp's
Model (Chapter 3) as Referent
Representation
Type of comparison GEM 5 GEM 6 SE I I I APL 5.0 Kock and Witte
Terms included 12 x 12 16 x 16 16 x 16 12 x 12 4 x 4
Differences a
m =0 11/6 11/6 8/6 171/90 33/16
n = 1_4
m = 1-N 90/22 22/10 229/80 171/41 435/190
m = 0 18/13 19t13 12/8 320/203 --
n = 5-8
m = 1-N 92/19 66/26 305/121 250/100 --_
m = 0 266/133 16/7 231/129 ---
n= 9-12 ---
m = I-N ___ 97/30 297/80 268/99
n = 13-16 m = 0 ___ 29/6 24/16 ......
m = 1-N .__ 71/26 151/39 ......
Percent differences, number
Between 0-20 56 48 38 30 --
20-40 13 14 9 15 ---
40-60 4 4 6 8 - - -
60-100 3 3 2 7 ---
>lO0 __ 3 17 17 _-_
Largest percent up to (8,8)
m = O 29 (n = 8) 29 ('n = 8) 19 (n = 8) 516 (n = 8)
m=l-N 83(n=7, m=7) 671(n=7, m=5) 920(n=8, m =1) 816(n=8, m=1)
Differences x 10 _
Maximum differenceJrms difference.
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TABLE ll.8.--Comparison of Gravitational Fields
Set
Rapp GEM 6 SE III _
A B A B A B (b)
Rapp
26 (49%) ___ 58 (72%) .... A/Sz,, x 109
3 3.7 7.2 7.4 bAN (m)
5.3 7.7 10.0 11.1 cAg (mGal)
GEM 6
26 (49%) .............. 56 (80%) ___ A_S_, x 109
3 3.7 ........... 6.4 6.6 AN (m)
5.3 7.7 ........... 8.6 9.6 Ag (mGal)
" SE III, set B is taken only up to n = 23.
b 5N -= difference in geoidal heights, rms value.
c hg = difference in anomalies, rms value.
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Representations (Average Value of RMS Error)
Model Distance
RS_S error in l_Ad_l
direction, velocity
(7-day period) (1-day period)
SAO SE III 4.9 a (2 _) ....................
GEM 5 1.54 m(0.d2) -+2'.'4 -+5.9 cm/sec
GEM 6 1.65 m(0.d2) -+2':7 ±5.5 cm/sec
a SAO (ch. 9) estimates that 2 to 3 m are contributed by errors in coordinates. This
would still not make SAO's values for the contribution of the gravitational field consistent
with GSFC's, which must also contain errors resulting from erroneous coordinates.
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TABLE ll.lO.--Precision of Instruments Used for Satellite Tracking
• * aPrecision Instrument
Instrument used as
evaluated Distance _ (m) Angle C) Velocity b (em/sec) standard Reference _
Camera -+2 BC-4, BN 1967 (7)
............ -+1 MOTS, PC-1000 ........... = ............
-+2.8 ............ Camera 1968 (3)
-+3 ........................ 1966
PRIME MINITRACK -+50 m track MINITRACK
........................ Camera 1966
-+100 m along track
............ ---165m ............ 1970 (5)
+-20" _........... 1967 (7)
GRARR 7 (1.p.) ........................ GRARR 1966 (8)
12 (s.p.) SECOR
--+10.3 1.p.
........................ Camera 1969 (3)
7 s.p.
-2 to +2 (l.p.) ........................ Camera 1968 (4)
-+3 to -+5 (s.p.)
-+2.5 (1.p.) ........................ Laser DME 1967 (1)
SECOR 1.2 - 6 (s.p.) ........................ Camera 1966
3.4 (l.p.) ........................ Laser DME 1968 (2)
1.7 (s.p.)
(-3 to +43) 1.p ......................... Camera 1968 (4)
-+1 to -+6 s.p.
-+10 ........................ 1967 (7)
FPQ-6 5 (1.p.) ........................ Laser DME 1968 (2)
1 (s.p.)
5 ........................ Laser DME 1969 (9)
FPS-16 3 (1.p.) ........................ Laser DME 1968 (2)
(s.p.)
Doppler DME ........................ 4.5/3 cm/sec (1.p.) Laser DME 1968 (2)
TRANET 5.4/4 cm/sec (s.p.)
GRARR ........................ 5 cm/sec 1967 (7) {
At lower frequency/higher frequency.
b 1.p. = long-period random error, s.p. -- short-period random error.
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